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Brushetta/Flip Top
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38 Hot Water/3 comp sink 150

Robert Prescott

Glen Pugh

3016 - Pugh, Glen

(336) 703-3164

X

Slaw/Flip Top 38 Sanitizer Quat/3 comp sink 200

Tomato/Flip Top 39 Sanitizer Chlorine/Dish Machine 50

Lettuce/Flip Top 39

Ham/Flip Top 39

Ham/Reach In 38

Tomato/Main Flip Top 37

Lobster/Main Flip Top 36

Caramelized Onion/Main Flip Top 35

Pot Roast/Main Flip Top 40

Ambient/Main Flip Top 35

Ambient/Walk In Cooler 37

Stock/Walk In Cooler 41

Shrooms/Walk In Cooler 41

Chowder/Walk In Cooler 41

Stock/Hot hold 176

Sauce/Hot hold 178

Chowder/Hot hold 141

Mashed Potato/Reheat 170

Grouper/Final Cook 150

THEPRESCOTTRESTAURANT@GMAIL.COM



 

Comment Addendum to Inspection Report
Establishment Name:  THE PRESCOTT Establishment ID:  3034012585

Date:  03/20/2024  Time In:  10:30 AM  Time Out:  1:05 PM

Observations and Corrective Actions
Violations cited in this report must be corrected within the time frames below, or as stated in sections 8-405.11 of the food code.

2 2-102.12 (A) Certified Food Protection Manager (C) - The PERSON IN CHARGE shall be a certified FOOD protection manager
who has shown proficiency of required information through passing a test that is part of an ACCREDITED PROGRAM.
***The person in charge of kitchen at time of inspection was not a CFPM.

11 3-201.11 Compliance with Food Law (P) - (A) FOOD shall be obtained from sources that comply with LAW.
***Pulled pork prepared and packaged at a grocery store was stored in the reach in freezer. PIC stated that it was for personal
use so this violation is to serve as a reminder. Ready to eat TCS foods prepared and packaged at one establishment may not be
used or stored at another establishment. CDI food was removed from storage to be taken home by PIC.

16 4-601.11 (A) Equipment, Food-Contact Surfaces, Nonfood Contact Surfaces, and Utensils (Pf) - EQUIPMENT FOOD-CONTACT
SURFACES and UTENSILS shall be clean to sight and touch. 
***2 sieves, rice cooker insert, and several metal food pans stored clean still had food debris present. CDI items sent back to be
cleaned again.

4-602.11 (E)(4) Equipment Food-Contact Surfaces and Utensils - Frequency (C) - Surfaces of UTENSILS and EQUIPMENT
contacting FOODthat is not TIME/TEMPERATURE CONTROL FOR SAFETY FOOD shall be cleaned: (b) Absent manufacturer
specifications, at a frequency necessary to preclude accumulation of soil or mold.
***The ice machine baffle has a build up of microbial growth.

23 3-501.18 Ready-To-Eat Time / Temperature Control for Safety Food, Disposition (P) - Refrigerated, READY-TOEAT,
TIME/TEMPERATURE CONTROL FOR SAFETY FOOD shall be discarded if: (1) Exceeds 7 days at 41F; (2) is in a container
that does not bear a date.
***Deli ham 3/11, rotini 3/8, and fresh mozzarella with MFUB date of 3/13/2024. Bruschetta, lobster, cooked potatoes, grit cakes,
and bacon jam that was over 24hrs old was not dated. CDI all foods discarded by employees. This has been a repeated
violation.

38 6-501.112 Removing Dead or Trapped Birds, Insects, Rodents and other Pests (C) - Dead or trapped birds, insects, rodents, and
other pests shall be removed from control devices and the PREMISES at a frequency that prevents their accumulation,
decomposition, or the attraction of pests.
***A dead mouse in a glue trap underneath the reach in freezer in the back room next to mixer. This has been there at least since
February 21, 2024 when EHS conducted a educational visit.

42 3-302.15 Washing Fruits and Vegetables (C) - Raw fruits and vegetables shall be thoroughly washed in water to remove soil and
other contaminants before being cut, combined with other ingredients, cooked, served, or offered for human consumption in
READY-TO-EAT form. 
***Employee was cutting onions but did not wash them prior.

44 4-903.11 (A) Equipment, Utensils, Linens and Single-Service and Single-Use Articles Storing (C) - Cleaned EQUIPMENT and
UTENSILS, laundered LINENS, and SINGLE-SERVICE and SINGLE USE ARTICLES shall be stored: (1) In a clean, dry
location; (2) Where they are not exposed to splash, dust, or other contamination; (3) At least 15 cm (6 inches) above the floor. 
***Drawers storing cleaned equipment and utensils under preparation table have food residue and other debris in them and need
to be cleaned; Cleaned equipment stored on shelf next to stove is exposed to splash and other contamination from cooking. A
splash guard should be installed or rack moved to prevent contamination of cleaned equipment.

47 4-501.11 Good Repair and Proper Adjustment - Equipment (C) - Equipment shall be maintained in good repair.
***The shelves in walk in cooler are heavily corroded and need to be replaced. The back reach in cooler is not functioning.

49 4-601.11 (B) and (C) Equipment, Food-Contact Surfaces, Nonfood Contact Surfaces, and Utensils (C) - Nonfood-contact
surfaces of equipment shall be kept free of an accumulation of dust, dirt, food residue and other debris.
***Repeat with improvment. The following areas have heavy soil build up and additional routine cleaning is needed: -Wire racks
beside stove and in walk in cooler; -Sandwich flip top around top and lid; -Small mixer at sandwich flip top; -Inside back reach in
cooler that is not working; -Chemical dispenser at the 3 comp sink area; -Shelving above prep sinks where food pans are stored;

51 5-205.15 (B) System Maintained in Good Repair (C) - A plumbing system shall be maintained in good repair.
***Repeat with improvement (different items leaking now). The drain plumbing for the prep sinks are disconnected (employee
stated plumber was supposed to come back today to fix).

53 5-501.17 Toilet Room Receptacle, Covered (C) - A toilet room used by females shall be provided with a covered receptacle for
sanitary napkins.
***The restroom on the right (multi gender use) is missing the lid for the trash receptacle.



55 6-501.12 Cleaning, Frequency and Restrictions (C) - Physical facilities shall be cleaned as often as necessary to keep them
clean.
***Repeat with improvment: Additional routine floor and wall cleaning is needed throughout kitchen to include: -Under back reach
in refrigeration; -Under 3 comp sink and dish area; -Under racks and equipment at cook line. Walls where food debris has
splashed.

56 6-303.11 Intensity - Lighting (C) - The light intensity shall be: (A) At least 108 lux (10 foot candles) at a distance of 75 cm (30
inches) above the floor, in walk-in refrigeration units and dry FOOD storage areas and in other areas and rooms during periods
of cleaning;
***The walk in cooler light intensity ranges from <1 - 5 foot candles.


